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ABSTRACT 
The author introduces the notion of (k)-character and its application to symmetry 
classes of tensors. A necessary and sufficient condition for the symmetry class VA(G) 
to be trivial in the case degree of G < 2dim V has also been found. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let V be a k-dimensional vector space over complex numbers and WV 
be its nth tensor power. For each permutation u in the symmetric group S,, 
there is a linear mapping P(u) : @“V~@“V defined by 
If G is a subgroup of S, and A is a complex character of G, then the linear 
mapping 
T(G,X)=z x X(a)P(u) 
OEG 
is a projection of @7’ onto its range V,(G). V,(G) is ca.lled a symmetry class 
of tensors. In this paper, we are concerned with the problem of when V,(G) 
is trivial. The first result on this problem is given in the following theorem, 
the proof can be found in [l] or [ 121. 
*Address for correspondence. 
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THEOREM 1. If G is the symmetric group S, and h is an irreducible 
character corresponding to the Young frame (A,, * . . , AJ of S,, then V,(G) = 0 
if and only if t > dim V. 
If A is a linear character and n < 2 k, R. Westwick has shown in [ 151 that 
V,(G)=0 if and only if G>S,+, and h] S,,, is the sign character. The 
investigation of the triviality of V,(G) led to the study of a new class of 
permutation groups, called (k)-groups, by the author in [4], [5] and [6]. In [7J, 
the author has applied the results in [6] to extend the results of R. Westwick 
to the case n < 3k. In the following, we are going to find a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the group G and the character X (not necessarily 
linear) such that V, (G ) = 0 in the case n < 2 k. 
2. (k)-CHARACTERS 
Let r”,k be the set of all mappings from N= { 1, * * * ,n} into K = 
[l; * * , k}. Then a permutation group G in S,, can be considered as a 
permutation group on F,,k defined by 
for all (I E G and (Y El?“,k. A character h of G is called a (k)-character if for 
each (Y E l?,,k we have 
where G, = { UE G]u(cu)=a}. Note that the principal character is not a 
(k)-character for all k, and every non-principal character is a (1)-character. 
On the other hand, if A is a (k)-character of G, then G, # { l} for all (Y E I’,,,, 
and this is just another version of the definition of (k)-group [S]. 
Now, suppose x = xi + . . * +x, is a sum of p characters of G. Then for 
each (Y or,,, 
As L, xi(u) > 0 for all (Y EI”,k and all i, we have 
LEMMA 1. Zf x=x1+--* +x, is a sum of p characters of G, then fm 
each aW+ LC,x (u)=O if and only if XOEcmxi(u)=O fm al2 i. 
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As an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 we have the following 
important result: 
LEMMA% z-X=X1+"' +x, is a sum of p characters of G, then x is a 
(k)-character if and only if each xi is a (k)-character. 
To consider the relation between the (k)-characters h of G and the 
symmetry class V,(G), we let {e,; . . ,ek} be an arbitrary basis of V. Then 
the set { T(G,X)e,,,,@. . . @e,~,~~aEI’~,k} spans the space V,(G). It is well 
known that T(G,h)e,(,)@* *. @e+,=O if and only if EO,G_h(u)=O f&r all 
(YErtlk . , This is precisely the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. V,(G)=0 if and only if G is a (k)-group and h is a 
(k)-character of G, where k = dim V. 
Therefore determining the triviality of V,(G) is equivalent to characteriz- 
ing all the (k)-groups G of degree <n and all the (k)-characters on G. A 
characterization of all the (k)-groups of degree < 3k is given in [6]. For our 
purpose, we only quote the following result from [6]. 
THEOREM 3. Zf n < 2k, every (k)-group in S,, contains a sub-group 
of type (9 Sk+19 (ii) Ak+er (iii) S, 1 S, (if n = 2k) or (iv) 
(( 126)(354), (12345), (2354)) (if n = 6, k = 3). 
In this theorem, we say two permutation groups G and H on N and M 
respectively are of the same type if there exist an injection +: N+M and an 
isomorphism f of G onto H such that @u(i) = f(u)(+(i)) for all i EN and 
UEG. 
Thus the remaining task of this paper is to determine all the (k)-char- 
acters of the symmetric group S,, the alternating group A, and the wreath 
product S, lSa, and the (3)-characters of the primitive group ((126)(354), 
(12345), (2354)). By Le mma 2 we need only consider irreducible characters 
in each case. A characterization of (k)-characters of the symmetric group has 
already been given in Theorem 1. Therefore in the remaining sections we 
shall only deal with the other three types of (k)-groups. 
3. (k)-CHARACTERS OF ((126)(354), (12345), (2354)) 
Let H= ((126)(354), (12345), (2354)), and H” be the set of all even 
permutations in H. Then H” is isomorphic to the alternating group A, (see 
[27]). Thus the set of all even permutations of order 2 in H forms a conjugate 
class. Now suppose A is a (k)-character of H. Consider an a EI~,~ defined by 
a-1(1)=(1,2}, a-‘(2) = {3,4,5}, a-‘(3)= (6). 
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Then IEZ, I= 2. For if ]H,] > 2, then H, contains a 3-cycle, which in turn 
implies that H contains the alternating group A, by the primitivity of H (see 
[3]). Assume that (12)(34) E H,. Then by the equation 
2 h(o)=X(l)+A((12)(34))=0, 
OEH, 
we get h((12)(34)) = -A(l). By the same argument we can show that for 
p E 1’6,3 defined by 
P-‘(1)={L2}, P -‘(2)= {45,6}, K’(3)=(3), 
we have HP = { 1, (12)(56)} and h((12)(56)) = -h(l). Then for y Era, defined 
bY 
Y-‘(1)=(u), Y-‘(2)=(W), Y -l(3) = {V}, 
we have H, = { 1, (12)(34), (12)(56), (34)(56)}. Thus 
z x(e) =X(l) +h((l2)(34)) +W2)(56)) +X((34)(56)) 
0 E “y 
= -2h(l)fO, 
which is a contradiction. Hence we have: 
LEMMA 3. There exists rm (k)-character of the group ((126)(354), 
(12345), (2354)). 
4. (Q-CHARACTERS OF ALTERNATING GROUPS 
Let h = (A,, f . . ,AJ and X=(A;; . . , ,A:) be two irreducible characters of 
the symmetric group S,. We say that A and x’ are associated characters if the 
Young frame (hi,. . . ,A;) is obtained from the Young frame (Xi, * . . ,AJ by 
reflecting (hi,. . . , i&4) in its principal diagonal. If (A,, . . . , AJ = (A;, . . . , A:), we 
say that X is self-associated. It has been shown that h and x’ are associated if 
and only if 
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Therefore A is self-associated if and only if A(a) = 0 for all (I @&. 
On the other hand, for each irreducible character x of A, and an odd 
permutation ur in S,, we can define an irreducible character x of A, as 
follows: 
for all (I E 4. Note that X is independent of the choice of ur; it is called the 
conjugate character of x. x is called self-conjugate if X=x. The relation 
between associated characters of S, and the conjugate characters of A, is 
given in the following theorem. The reader may refer for the proof to [l]. 
THEOREM 4. 
(1) Every pair of associated irreducible characters of the symmetric group 
S,,, gives rise, on restriction to the alternating group A,,,, to the same 
irreducible (self-conjugate) character of A,,,. Every self-associated irreducible 
character of S,,, o!ecomposes, on restriction to A,,,, into two conjugate irreduc- 
ible characters of A,,,. 
(2) Every self-conjugate irreducible character of A,,, is the restriction of 
an irreducible character of S, on 4. The sum of a pair of conjugate 
irreducible characters of A,,, is the restriction of a self-associated irreducible 
character of S,,, on A,,,. 
Now we are ready to determine all the (k)-characters of the alternating 
group A,,,. To do this, we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 4. If the self-conjugate irreducible character x of A,,, is ob- 
tained from the irreducible associated characters h and x’ of S,,,, then x is a 
(k)-character of A,,, if and only if both X and h’ are (k)-characters of S,,,. 
Proof. For each (Y •r~,~, 
CoE(,+,)_ x(u)=0 if and only if both COg(s.), A(u) and CUE(S,), X,(u)=0 
Thus we have the result. n 
LEMMA 5. If x and x are a pair of conjugate irreducible characters of 
A,,, such that AlA,,, =X+X, where h= (h,, . . . ,AJ is a self-associated irreduc- 
ible character of S,,,, then x is a (k)-character of A,,, if ano! only if A is a 
(k)-character of S,,,. 
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Proof. We first note that X is a (k)-character of S,,, if and only if AIA, is 
a (k)-character of A,,,. On the other hand, by Lemma 1, XIA, is a (k)-char- 
acter of A,,, if and only if both x and X are (k)-characters of A,,,. So it remains 
to show that x is a (k)-character of 4, if and only if x is a (k)-character of 
A,,,. For each (Y ET’, k, we may assume that la-l(i)1 > 2 for some i, say i = 1. 
Let r be an odd permutation on the set a-‘(l). Then rr(A,),~-1 = (A,),, = 
(A,),. Thus 
This shows that x is a (k)-character of A, if and only if its conjugate x is a 
(k)-character of 4. This completes the proof. n 
Combining Lemma 4, Lemma 5 and Theorem 1, we obtain the following 
charactization of (k)-characters of the alternating group A,,,. 
THEOREM 5. 
(1) If x is a self-conjugate irreducible character of A,,, obtained from the 
associated irreducible characters X = (A,, * . . , AJ and A’ = (A; * * * Al) of S,,,, 
then x is a (k)-character of A,,, if and only if t,s > k. 
(2) If x and X are a pair of conjugate irreducible characters of A,,, such 
that XIA =x+X, where A=@,;. . ,AJ is a self-associated irreducible char- 
acter of S,,,, then x is a (k)-character of A,,, if and only if t >k. 
COROLLARY 1. If m < 2k, then there exists no (k)-character on the 
alternating group A,,,. 
Proof. Let h = (h,, * . . ,AJ be an irreducible character of the symmetric 
group S,,. Then by Theorem 5, A induces a (k)-character of A, if and only if 
h, > k and t > k. However, such a character does not exist if m < 2k. Hence 
there is no (k)-character of A,,, if m < 2k. W 
5. (k)-CHARACTERS OF WREATH PRODUCTS 
Suppose that the wreath product G = S,, 1 S, is a permutation group on 
{l;** ,2n} with the complete block system N,={l;-*,n}, N,={n+ 
1; * * ,2n}. Then every permutation in S,, L S, can be written as a product 
uruarr, where ur ~Sym(Nr), us=Sym(Na) and TE S,. Let X and p be two 
irreducible characters corresponding to irreducible representations DA and 
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D, of Sym(N,) and Sym(N.J respectively. Then the character A # p corre- 
sponding to outer tensor product DA # D, defined by 
(DA # D,)(vz) = D&d @D,h) 
where ui E Sym(N,), us E Sym(N,), is an irreducible character of the product 
Sym(N,) X Sym(N,). (See [8], [ll].). In fact (A # p)(u,u,) =X(u,)p(u2). If h is 
not equivalent to p, then the induced character (A # p)” is an irreducible 
character of G = S,, 1 S,. If A is equivalent to p, then we first extend DA # DA 
to an irreducible representation of DA #DA of S, 1 S, as follows: for each 
(JI(JZP -1ESnd32, if 
we put 
Now, for each irreducible character x of S, corresponding to the irreducible 
representation D, of S, we can define a representation DX of S,, IS, as 
follows: 
~x(ulu2~) = D,(T). 
Then the inner tensor product D,, # DA @ D, is an irreducible representation 
of S, 1 S,, and its corresponding character is denoted by h 1x. The following 
result (see [ 111) concerning the irreducible characters of wreath product 
S,,lS, is stated without proof. 
THEOREM 6. Every irreducible character of the wreath product G= 
S,, 1 S, is equivalent either to (A # p)” or to Xix, where A, p are inequivale-nt 
irreducible characters of S,,, and x an irreducible churacter of S,. 
In the remainder of this section, we shall characterize some of the 
(k)-characters of G = S,, L S,. It has been shown in [7l that if h and x are the 
sign characters of S,, (n > k) and S, respectively, then X1x is a (k)-character 
of S, 1 S,. Conversely, for n = k we have the following result: 
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THEOREM 7. X 1 x is an irreducible (k)-character of G = S, L S, if and only 
if h and x are the sign characters of S, and S, respectively. 
Proof. The proof of the sufficiency is given in [7]. So we only show the 
necessity here. 
Assume that Nr = { 1,. . * , k}, N2 = {k + 1,. . . ,2k} are a complete block 
system of S, 1 S,. Denote by lYx,k the set of all mappings from the set X into 
{l;** , k}. Then, for each (Y EIY~~ k the restrictions (or = (~1 N,, (us = (Y]N~ 
belong to rN,,k and r,vs,k respectively. On the other hand, for each (or E rN,,k 
and (Ye = lYN2, k, there exists a unique (Y E rsk, k such that cyr = (Y 1 N,, aZ = (Y ] N,. 
NOW let (Y, Er,,,, be such that ]arP’(i)] = 1 for all i. Then for each (us ~rv~, k 
with ]a; ‘(i)] > 2 for some i we have 
o= 2 (X1x)(u)= c A(a) 
oE c,, ( oes,,, )( p)=( 2?)~ 
where QL is the unique element in l?2k,k corresponding to (or and (us, and 
Sa, = (SYm(Ni))% 9 i = 1,2. Since (us is arbitrary and the image of ~ya has at most 
k - 1 elements, this implies that A is (k - l)-character of S,, and hence, by 
Theorem 1, X must be the sign character. This completes the proof. n 
The result in Theorem 7 does not hold for S,, 1 S, where n > k. However, it 
seems to me that the following is true. 
CONJECTURE. h 1 x is an irreducible (k)-character of S,, 1 S,, where n > k, 
if and only if X is an irreducible (k)-character of S, and x is the sign 
character of S,. 
To conclude this section, we try to characterize all the irreducible 
(k)-characters of the form (h # n)” of G = S, 1 S,. The result is given in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 8. (X # p)” is an irreducible (k)-character of G = S,, 1.5, if and 
only if either h or p is an irreducible (k)-character of S,. 
Proof. Let N,={l;..,n}, N,={n+l;+*,2n} be a complete block 
system of G=S,lS,. Let aEJ?Zn,k, (Y,=(Y]N~ and a,=a]N,. Then 
Ix (A # P)G(v,4 = 
o,o,nEG,, 
( 2i, +l)) ( 2i*q 
+ ( xs +-‘w) ox_ PvJ,U) ) 2 ‘LZ I( 1 (“1 1 
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where Sat = (Sym(NJ),, (i = 1,2), 7~ E S,, and (I is a permutation in G such 
that a(N,) = N, and a(N,) = Ni. Th us if A or p is an irreducible (k)-character 
of S,, we have 
x (A # P)%W) =o 
O,O,TEG, 
for all (Y E Izn,k. This shows that (A # p)” is an irreducible (k)-character of 
S, L S,. Conversely, if (A # p) c is a (k)-character of G = S, 1 S,, then for all oi 
and (Ye with Ioi-‘(i)j = ILY,‘(~)/, i= 1; . * ,k, we have 
for all (pi and (~a, we are done. Otherwise, assume there exist /?, and p2 in 
r N,,k and rN,,k respectively, with [/3-‘(i)l= I pa-‘(i)] for all i, such that 
2 +&O but ..Fs ,+,)=O. 
01 E sp, 2 P* 
Then for each (us E rN,, k we have 
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This shows that p is a (k)-character of S,. Similarly, we can show that h is a 
(k)-character of S, if p is not. This completes the proof. n 
6. TRIVIAL SYMMETRY CLASSES 
Recall that V,(G) = 0 if and only if G is a (k)-group and h is a 
(k)-character of 6, where k = dim V. Therefore, combining the above results, 
we are able to give the following characterization theorem. 
THEOREM 9. If V,(G) is the symmetry class associated with the per- 
mutation group G on N= { 1,. * . , n } and the irreducible character A of G, 
and if n < 2 k = 2 dim V, then V,(G) is trivial if and only if one of the 
following holds: 
(1) G contains a subgroup of type S,,, and XI S,,, = a(&, * * . ,&), where 
m>k, t>k, and a>O. 
(2) G is of type S, 1 S, and A( S, 1 S, = p L x, where p is the sign character of 
S, and x is the sign character of S, if n = 2 k. 
Proof. The proof of sufficiency follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 7. 
So it remains to show the necessity. 
That V,(G) is trivial implies that G is a (k)-group and A is a (k)-character 
of G. Let Or;.., OP be the orbits of G having at most k elements, and 
A=O,u.. . ~0~. Then G,={gEGIg(i)=i, ieA> is a (k)-group, and 
A’ = Al G, is a (k)-character of G,. Indeed, for A’ = N-A and CX’ or,,,, there 
exists (Y E r,, k such that olA’=o and Ia-‘(i)n Oil < 1 for all i,j. Thus 
o= 2 h(a)= c. A’(a). 
UEG, 0 E (GA)~, 
This shows that h’ is a (k)-character of G,. Since n < 2k, by Theorem 3 G, is 
of type (i) S,,, (if jA’l=m), (ii) A, (if lA’l=m), (iii) !$lS, (if lA’l=jNI=Zk) or 
(iv)((126)(354)(12345), (2354)) (if IA’1 = JNI =6 and k=3). But there exist no 
(k)-characters for cases (ii) and (iv) by Corollary 1 and Lemma 3. Therefore 
it remains to consider cases (i) and (iii). Then by Theorem 1 and Theorem 7 
we have the results. This completes the proof. n 
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